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DATE OF MEETING: 26/11/2004

PARTICIPATION: All members

AGENDA OF MEETING

Determination of the works and the separation of these between team members of the initial design of the project which includes Class diagram, Use Case diagrams, Coabration diagram, Sequence diagram, activity diagram, Structure chart, project scope definition. Bluetooth system will be inspected. Building up the database.

SUMMARY and RESULTS of MEETING

First of all, since one of our group members had already has knowledge about the Bluetooth systems, where he has taken some related courses before we gave the inspection of the Bluetooth system to him. He is Çağdaş Ekinci. The deadline of this is the 3rd of December. He will finish this until that time. Since Özkan Çelik lives apart from us we gave him a work that is independent of other works that will be done. Namely, building the database. According to the results of the inspections of Mevlüt BALLI we saw that there is not a standard for the initial design report. As a result of the meeting done with Mr. Dalay we decide certain topics for initial design report which are Class diagram, Use Case diagrams, Coabration diagram, Sequence diagram, activity diagram, Structure chart, project scope definitions. After simple arrangements these activities will be distributed to other team members. Since most of these activities are the detailed version of the DFDs that we had drawn in analysis report, we gave Atilla Acar to define the major view of the related diagrams. Since Çağdaş Ekinci is experienced in rational rose platform he will be dealing with drawing these diagrams on computer. Mevlüt Ballı will help Çağdaş Ekinci in drawing job, furthermore he will update the gannt chart, project scope and descriptions part and will define the differencies made about the project.
NEXT MEETING TIME DECIDED: 3/12/2004

NOTE: For ours and the projects goods all should attend the meetings.

   One with additional meeting request should inform others before 1 day of the
   meeting that he wants to be held on.

   Thanks and Best Regards to all participators
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